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Obliga ons of the authors 

Good scien fic prac ce, errors 

Authors who publish in the Philosophisches Jahrbuch adhere to the rules of good scien fic prac ce. If 
authors no ce an error in the manuscript before or a er publica on, they must no fy the editors 
immediately via the editorial office and cooperate with the editors to enable a correc on to be made. 

 

Plagiarism 

Authors may only submit original manuscripts and must make it clear that material or ideas from other 
authors have been used in direct and indirect quota ons. Authors wishing to publish in the 
Philosophisches Jahrbuch are advised to consult the author's notes on cita ons available here before 
submi ng their manuscript. 

 

Duplicate and redundant publica on 

Duplicate or redundant publica on ("self-plagiarism") occurs when a work or significant parts of a work 
are published more than once by the author or authors of the work without a corresponding cross-
reference or jus fica on for the overlap. This can be in the same or a different language. 

The Philosophisches Jahrbuch does not publish any publica ons that significantly overlap with other 
publica ons, unless the "double publica on" is able to s mulate academic discourse. This requires the 
clear consent of the copyright holder of the original publica on and the cita on of the original source. 

The deposit of a preprint on the author's personal website, in an ins tu onal repository or in a preprint 
archive is not considered an earlier or duplicate publica on. 

Manuscripts submi ed to the Philosophisches Jahrbuch for publica on may only be offered for 
publica on elsewhere once the review process has been completed. 

 

Authorship 

Only those who have made a significant contribu on to the submi ed ar cle can be listed as authors. 

  

Disclosure obliga on and conflicts of interest 

The authors of the Philosophisches Jahrbuch are expected to disclose any source of financial support 
they have received for the produc on of the manuscript. The authors must also inform the editors of 
any circumstances that could make the ar cle appear to be the result of commissioned research. 

 



Du es of the experts 

Every manuscript submi ed by poten al authors to the Philosophisches Jahrbuch is evaluated on the 
basis of a double-blind review process. The review process takes an average of three months. The 
reviewers' recommenda ons are communicated to the editors. The authors receive extracts from the 
evalua on in which the reviewers' decision is explained and, if necessary, sugges ons for revision. The 
experts are expected to disclose any poten al conflicts of interest. 

 

Obliga ons of publishers and editors 

Publishers and editors 

The editors of the Philosophisches Jahrbuch support the acquisi on of authors and the review process. 
Annual editorial mee ngs are held to prepare and make strategic decisions. The editorial board 
members are experts in the fields on which the Philosophisches Jahrbuch publishes. They work 
together with the editors in the recruitment and review of contribu ons. 

 

Role of the editorial team during the peer review process 

At the beginning of the double-blind review process for manuscripts, the editors decide who the 
reviewers of a submission will be; only if they are informed about the iden ty of the author can they 
judge whether the rela onship between author and reviewer is too close. In the search for suitable 
reviewers, the editorial team draws on the exper se of the scien fic advisory board and the specialist 
knowledge of proven colleagues in the relevant field of research. 

 

Viola ons of good scien fic prac ce 

In cases where a review contains unfair remarks, the editorial team deletes these and converts them 
into professional cri cism before forwarding the (anonymised) review. If plagiarism is detected a er 
publica on, Nomos Verlag will immediately stop distribu on of the tle un l the case has been 
clarified. 

  

Confiden ality and conflicts of interest 

No informa on about a submi ed manuscript will be passed on to persons other than authors, 
reviewers, poten al reviewers, or members of the editorial team. If an editor has a conflict of interest 
regarding a manuscript, he/she will relinquish his/her role in the review process and ask another 
member of the editorial team to take over the edi ng. 

 

Obliga ons and role of the publisher 

Contract guidelines 

Verlag Karl Alber a aches par cular importance to the high quality of its journal por olio and monitors 
compliance with editorial quality standards for the ar cles published in the Philosophisches Jahrbuch. 
Our general ethical publishing guidelines can be found here. 



 

Publica on decisions, copyright 

Nomos Verlag and the editors accept no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts. By accep ng a 
manuscript, the publisher acquires all rights from the authors, in par cular the right to further 
reproduc on for commercial purposes by photomechanical or other techniques. Detailed informa on 
on Nomos' copyright policy can be found here. 

 

Fees 

Authors who wish to publish in the Philosophisches Jahrbuch are not obliged to pay fees for ar cle 
processing or submission. 

 

Long-term archiving 

To ensure long-term archiving and access to the Philosophisches Jahrbuch, Verlag Karl Alber works 
together with Por co. 
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